
User Instructions for 
Belt Cutter (100&150)

Handle

Housing

CAUTION:  The cutter has a very sharp round blade. To avoid being cut, follow the 
initial setup instructions and operating instructions carefully.

For your safety, read thoroughly the precautions and follow proper 
operating procedures as detailed in these instructions.

Cutter Parts:
Slide Arm

Cover

Cutter blade

Base

Arm Height 
Adjusting Screw
Adjust arm height 
according to the 
thickness of the 
belt to be cut.

CAUTION: Round cutter 
blade moves in this track. 
Avoid contact with this 
area, even when carrying 
the cutter.

Handle
Stopping Screw

Cutter 
Screws

Table



Belt Cutting Procedures:
1.	 Affix	belt	cutter	to	horizontal	work	

surface, if desired.
Cover

Fix	cutter	on	horizontal	
work surface

Fig. 2

Fig. 1

Place belt on 
cutter table

2. Place belt on cutter table and align in 
proper location for cut (Fig 1).

3. Apply pressure to top of cover as 
shown in Fig. 2.

4. Continue applying pressure to cover 
and handle while pulling slide arm to 
cut belt.

5. Push handle/slide arm back into the 
fully closed position and then allow the 
Housing to return to the ‘Up’ position.

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Belt

Apply downward 
pressure

Apply downward 
pressure to handle 
when cutting

Slide

Return
Release



Unscrew
Adjusting Blade:  
Each blade has eight (8) cutting surfaces. When 
the	blade	becomes	dull,	rotate	to	next	new	cutting	
surface as follows:
1. With the Slide Arm fully retracted into the  
 closed position, loosen the two screws   
 through the access holes.
2. Insert a small stick into hole of cutter and  
	 turn	the	blade	until	the	next	cutting	position		
	 is	exposed	(Positions	will	be	marked	1	to	8		
 on cutter blade).  
3. Tighten screws.



Fig. 8

Fig. 10

Fig. 9

Loosen stopping screws

Tighten stopping screws

Blade bearing
Blade	fixing	
screws (2)

New cutter

Used cutter

Replacing Worn Cutter Blade:  When all 8 
blade positions have been used, replace the 
blade with a new one.
1. Loosen stopping screws and slowly/

carefully pull the Slide Arm out of the  
Housing (Fig. 8).  CAUTION:  Sharp 
blade	will	be	exposed.

Slide Arm

Slide Arm

2. Remove the two screws and bearing that 
secure the blade (Fig. 9).

3. Remove worn blade.  
4.	 Insert	new	blade	in	slot,	with	the	first	

cutting position (#1) facing down (Fig. 9).

5. Press bearing in center of blade and 
retighten	fixing	screws.

6. Insert Slide Arm in Housing and  
tighten stopping screws (Fig. 10).

Caution - 
Sharp blade!
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